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You can see more pictures from the exhibition below the Biobibliography. 

A Biobibliography 

1953 

Müller is born on August 17th in the village Nitzkydorf in the Banat district in western 

Romania. Her parents are part of the country's German speaking minority. 

1973-1976 

She studies German and Romanian Literature at the university in Timişoara. She is close 

to  Aktiongruppe Banat, a cirle of young german authors that fight for freedom of speech in 

Romania. She starts to write. 

1977-1979 

She works as a translator in a machine factory, but is fired when she refuses to cooperate with 

the Romanian secret police, Securitate. After that she works as a teacher. In 1978 she 

completes her first novel, which is held back at the publishing house for four years before it's 

released. 

1982 

She finally debutes in Romania whith a heavily censored collection of short stories 

Niederungen (Nadirs, 1999). 

 



1984 

Druckender Tango (Opressive tango) is released. That same year the uncensored version of 

her first book is released in Germany. At the Frankfurt Book Fair she publicly critizises the 

dictatorship in Romania. After that she is forbidden to publish in her home country and she is 

subjected to monitoring and repeated hearings. 

1986 

Releases Der Mensch ist ein groβer Fasan der Welt (The Passport, 1989).The book tells the 

story of a German speaking family in Romania waiting for permission to migrate to West 

Germany. 

1987 

Emigrates to West Berlin with her husband, the author Richard Wagner. 

1987-1994 

Another six books are published – among them Barfüβiger Februar (Barefoot February), 

Reisende auf einem Bein (Traveling on one leg, 1998) och Der Fuchs var damals schon ein 

Jäger (Fox was ever the hunter, 2016). In 1994 she published the novel Herztier (The land of 

green Plums, 1996). 

1995 

She is elected to membership in the Deutsche Akademie für Sprache und Dichtung 

inDarmstad. 

1997 

Heute wäre ich mir lieber nicht begegnet publiceras. (The Appointment, 2001) is published. 

2003 

Publishes a collection of essays, Der König verneigt sich und tötet (The king bows and kills) 

about ”the long fear” that stretches throughout history and influences whole societies. 

2005 

A second collection of collage poetry is published: Die blassen Herrenmit den Mokkatassen 

(The Pale Gentlemen with their Espresso Cups). The poems are made up by cutting words out 

of newspapers and putting them together to form new sentences and pictures. 

2008 

Visits the Gothenburg Book Fair. 

 



2009 

Publishes Atemschaukel (The Hunger Angel, 2012) and is awarded the Nobel Prize of 

Literature. In their motivation the Swedish Academy writes that the prize is awarded to 

Müller ”who, with the concentration of poetry and the frankness of prose, depicts the 

landscape of the dispossessed". 

Sources: The Swedish Academy, Dagens Nyheter, Svenska Dagbladet & Upsala Nya 

Tidning. 

The exhibition was produced by: Mirka Bialecka, exhibition manager; Xtina Wootz, 

graphic design and Lars Björdal, scenography and assembly. In the preparatory work, the 

Map and Image Unit and the Repro Unit have also taken part. 
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